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The job retraction heard around the nation
SU prof was
eager to
take dean
position
Marquette officials said
O'Brien's writings were
'strongly negative' toward
family and marriage
Katie Farden
News Editor
The

Jodi

O'Brien had
the
dean
signed
position
at Marquette University was in the
mail headed for Milwaukee when
she got an unexpected phone call
May 2 from Provost John Pauly.
Pauly was soon joined on the line
by President Robert Wild, S.J., who
delivered the news some say she
never would have gotten if she wasn't
gay: Marquette was withdrawing its
job offer.
"I was stunned," said O'Brien,
who is openly homosexual and has
taught sociology at Seattle University
for 15 years. "I had no idea this was
in the works."
Officials at the Midwestern Jesuit
university maintain O'Briens sexual
orientation was not what led them
to retract the offer they, had made
her six weeks earlier.
contract

to accept

Braden VanDragt | The Spectator

Sociology professor Carly Chillmon signs an open letter co-authored by other faculty members in support of Jodi O'Brien.

Faculty support lesbian scholar, colleague
Some call rescinded job offer 'an
attack on academic freedom'
Frances Dinger

Editor
doctorate student at
Marquette University, does not dispute the
right of the university to choose its faculty,
but she and student group Justice believe
Marquette's actions are against university
anti-discrimination policy which states,
among other things, that people may not

Margaret Steele,

a

be discriminated against because of their
sexual identity.
"It's not that there's a homophobic atmosphere [at Marquette], which
is why I was so surprised," Steele
said. "This is effectively an attack on
academic freedom."
More than 100 students protested
Marquette's decision to rescind its job offer to Jodi O'Brien May 5 lead
Page
by pro-diversity groups Justice
and Empowerment. One hundred more students sat outside
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It's not homophobic
[at Marquette],
which is why I was
so surprised.
Margaret Steele
Marquette Ph.D. student
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The numbers are in: A record 1,075 for class of 2014
Admissions says fewer students scared away by Seattle U's
'sticker shock' this year

6,170
2010 freshmen applicants

4,386
freshmen accepted

Kelton Sears
Senior Staff Writer

Provost Isiaah Crawford sent to staffand
faculty Monday.
A total of 7,718 students applied

The demand for a Seattle University
education has risen sharply this year as
the Admissions Office has processed
the highest number of applications it
has ever received. The class of 2014 will
be the largest incoming class of freshman in the school's history, as well as
its most diverse, according to an e-mail

for fall quarter 2010. Of that number, 6,170 are freshman and 1,548
are transfer and post-baccalaureate
applicants. Admissions accepted a total of 5,011 students, 4,386 of which
are freshman.
According to these numbers,
Crawford estimates Seattle U "will greet
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approximately 1,075 new first-year

stu-

dents this fall."
"We're humbled by the fact that there
is an increasing number of students indicating that we are their first choice
when they enroll," said Melore Nielsen,
interim director ofAdmissions.
The high numbers bring many challenges. Housing and Residence Life,
which is currently exploring its options
to accommodate the large
incoming class.
Page
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OMA celebrates 40th anniversary
From discos to coalitions,
one Jesuit recounts the
beginnings of OMA
Kelton Sears
Senior Staff Writer

Fr. Joseph McGowan, S.J. (better
known as O.J. by his friends) sits,
shaking with laughter, at the celebratory 40th Anniversary OMA Dinner
in Campion Ballroom, pointing and
nodding his head at the mention of
the "OMA Discos" he helped put on
in the mid '70s.
The speaker Gloria Lund, an
alumnus of Seattle U and a participant in those discos, mentions dancing to MoTown soul
classics blaring from a high-end
stereo system.

The popular disco

event

McGowan speaks of brought the
"Rainbow Coalition," a variety
of students of African, Filipino,
Hawaiian, Guamanian, Asian and
Native American descent, together
for a night.
"Of course, all of this was under
the watchful eye of Fr. McGowan,
who monitored our youthful exuberance," Lund says.
Fr. McGowan walks up amid a
roar of applause where he receives
an honorary plaque, commemorating his critical role in rhe formative

years of the Office of Minority
Affairs (now known as the Office of
Multicultural Affairs).
"I want to be very very very clear
about this," says Fr. McGowan in
his characteristic hushed-but-cheery
tone. "If it were not for all of you, my
brothers and sisters in the Rainbow
Coalition, 1 wouldn't be here today.
So thankyou for helping me become
the man whom I think God wants
me to be."
The Office of Minority Affairs
began in the McGoldrick building
in 1969 with Charles Mitchell as the
original director. Coming hot on the
heels ofthe Civil Rights Movement,
it was created as a place where minority students could come together
and feel at home. As Mitchell says,
"the office came in right at the height
of the Civil Rights Movement,
so as you can imagine, being very
close to downtown, there were lots
of demonstrations."
OMA worked to bring together students from diverse backgrounds, coming together to celebrate, demonstrate and lead in
their communities.
One example was a paper called
The Voice, published monthly by
the Associated Minority Students of
Seattle University. The Voice would
publish the names of minority students whose GPA's were above 3.0

the end ofeach quarter.
"In this one year, we saw two or
three hundred students who got 3.05,
and I proudly have kept the copies of
that paper," he said.
Throughout the years, clubs like
the Black Student Union, the United
Filipino Club, and most recendy, the
Triangle Club have partnered with
OMA to put on events like the Luau,
Barrio Fiesta and the upcoming Drag
Show, reflecting the campus's diversity of students. In 2002, the office
moved to its current location in the
Student Center, where it is now under the direction of Monica Nixon.
"Our goals haven't really changed
since the club started 40 years ago,"
Nixon said. "We are focused on the
success of minority and multicultural students, and we are interested
in changing to campus culture to
reflect the broad diversity ofthe stuat

dent body."
According to Nixon, OMA is
trying to broaden the scope of its
mission while retaining tradition.
The club has continued its Martin
Luther King Jr. Day celebration, one
of the oldest OMA has participated
in, while furthering the reach of its
current programs.
"The addition of Queer
Student Services is one of our
milestones," Nixon said, "The
Triangle Club played a big role in

BECUMEMBERS, left to right:
Ann V, Seattle;
fesse V, Everett;

Mary

writing OMA's new constitution."
As the 40th Anniversary Dinner
came to a close, Fr. McGowan chat-

ted with old friends and laughed,
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remember the Stevie Wonder, and
everyone dancing deep into it," he
said. "It was great seeing everyone
coming together for four hours to
dance to some great music."

reminiscing over old stories.
"We had the lights here, the disco lights there and I don't remember where the buck beer was, but 1

members in tlie form of better rates and lower fees.

A

Bryant-Likens

A Seattle University alumnus signs an OMAtimeline banner, indicating
the period when he was involved in the organization.
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Health-care in the spotlight, Sharon
Admissions says
Williams brings her 'Plight' on stage
marketing brought
largest class
and using traditional
double rooms as triples, as well as more
drastic measures like
leasing space off campus.
"Our course ofaction will real-

Freshman
acceptance and
enrollment rates

Cover

�

ly depend on the final numbers,"
said Tim Albert, assistant director
of Housing and Residence Life.
"But we're looking at a wide range
of options to make sure this class
has a great first year."
The university began looking at various spaces near campus for lease that might offer
room for students last Friday,
but no facilities have been

selected

Clara Ganey | The Spectator

Sharon Williams performs her one-woman play about health-care issues facing African-American men.
Williams is a Seattle University alumna and a College of Nursing staff member.

'Plight' and the panel discussion discuss health-care issues relating to race and discrimination
Sam Kettering
Staff Writer
Sharon Williams began writing "Plight" three years ago, after she was deeply shaken from
a phone conversation with an
old friend who told her several
of her black male friends had
been incarcerated.

Every story that I
told came from me.

All of these stories

were personal.
Sharon Williams
College of Nursing

troubling events and tragedies she
has experienced.
The scenes from the play were
based on events in her life, says
Williams, whowho graduated from
Seattle U last year.
"Every story that I told came
from me," she said. "All of these
stories were personal."
Williams used news bulletins, graphics and music to
help tell her stories. She also

used her physicality

as

Seattle Univetsity's College
of Nursing co-sponsored a per-

formance of the play, which
explores race and health care,
followed by a a discussion panel at Swedish Medical Center

to

keep the

audience engaged.
During one memorable scene,
an Uncle Luke song blared over
the sound system and Williams
broke into a lively dance. A discussion panel took place after
the performance called "Health
care for Vulnerable Populations."
David P. Lee, Barbara West and
Jamie Johnson made appearances

panelists.

Azita Emami, the dean of
the College of Nursing, said the
play and the discussion panel fit
with the college's goal of providing quality nursing care to

marginalized populations.
"This play is completely in
line with the message we want to
send to our students about people
from vulnerable populations,"
Emami said.

May 7.
In "Plight," Williams plays
herself. At the outset the play,
she breaks down sobbing in the
shower because of the tragic fates
that have befallen the men in
Pannelists discussed ways in
which explained that Africanher life.
Magic Johnson announces his American men not only someHIV-positive status on her 16th times experience a increased
birthday. Her cousin was found health risks for chronic medimurdered in the trunk of a car. cal conditions like diabetes and
Each year, her brother called her cancer and how minorities also
on the anniversary of his best experience incarceration at a
disproportionate rate.
friend's slaying.
Williams' character eventuBeth Branchaw, marketally decides to journey home to ing and grant writing assistant
find a paper she wrote in high for the College of Nursing, exschool, "The Plight of the African plained that in celebration of its
American Man."
75th Anniversary, the College of
Nursing has been putting on nuThroughout the production, as Williams searches for
merous events focusing on more
the paper in her childhood bedthan just health care.
"We not only want to have
room, she stumbles upon mementos that help her explain her
things that are specifically health

related," Branchaw said. "We
want to have more of a spread of
connections between other sorts
of issues."
Jamie Johnson acknowledged that not all black men face
the same challenges and cannot all be categorized as part of
vulnerable population.
"Black men are very diverse,"
she said. However, "I'd say for the
bottom stratum—those who are in
dire straits—l think their plight is
the same [as that of the men in
the play]."
West, whose five uncles all died
from cancer or diabetes, addressed
the health risks associated with a
lack ofaccess to professional medical care.
Johnson, a mental health professional, agreed with West.

won't

"In general,
go the doctor," she said. "Many
African-American men go through
the mental health system via the
emergency room."
most men

to

During one memorable
scene, Williams broke
into a lively dance to

an Uncle Luke song.
Nothing about the lack of resouces black men face in America
would change, The panelists said,
until society as a whole decides to do
something about it.
"When you hear people talk
about the state of black men [...]
don't think that it's just a black
issue," Williams said. "It's a community issue."
If we can raise up that population of black men to stop
killing each other, to stay off
drugs, things of that nature,
then our whole community
will change."

Sam may be reached at
skettering@su-spectator.com

yet.

Our website is much

easier to navigate
and much more

professional.
Melore Nielsen
Admissions

"We don't know for sure if
that's where we're going to have
to go. The situation is comparable
to the fall '08 situation, which
we managed," said Romando
Nash, director of Housing and
Residence Life.
Nash references the class of
2012, which was the largest
freshman class of its time at 888
students.. According to Nash,
despite the challenges Housing
faced that year, the class of 2012
still had a 90 percent retention
rate.

"This incoming class is cer-

tainly larger than the fall '08
class, but I'm confident we
can provide them with a great
first year experience as well,"
Nash said.
Admissions said a number of
factors contributed to the higher
number of prospective students
this year.
"Our early marketing of
merit scholarships was a significant part of our success," said
Marilyn Crone, the interim associate provost for Enrollment
Management. "It helped more
students see the affordability of
Seatde U's premier independent
education."
By making the scholarships
the school offers more visible
on the school's redesigned website, Admissions believes fewer
students were scared away by
sticker shock.
"I think that our website is
much easier to navigate and
much more professional looking than it was before," said
Nielsen, who also credits the
more professional appearance
of the new Admissions and
Alumni building as a factor for
increased interest.

Since the new building offers
more space, Admissions has been
able to do more group presentations on Seattle University for
prospective students.
It has also been easier for
admissions counselors to do
individual interviews without

having

to

schedule them far

in advance.
"A lot of students were interested in interviews and seeing
presentations, but wed have to
turn them away before because
we just didn't have the room,"
Nielsen said. "Now we are able
to

accommodate them."
Official numbers

on

the size

and demographics of the incoming freshman class are expected to be finalized sometime
next

week.

Kelton may be reached at
ksears@su-spectator.com
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Socialists host Tea
Party on campus

A SPRING TRADITION!!!
24™ ANNUAL
NAEF SCHOLARS LAST LECTURE
7:30 P.M. TUESDAY, MAY 18™
WYCKOFF AUDITORIUM

PROFESSOR SONORA JHA
Joshua Lynch j The Spectator

An audience member protests Keli Carender's agreement to the
Arizona immigration law. A lively discussion followed the debate.

Tea Party and Socialists
argue bank failures,
war, national problems
Dillon Gilbert
Staff Writer

democracy and public ownership.
He thinks public ownership is a
must because given the chance, private corporations still fail to act in
good faith.
Seattle U Socialist Alternative
member Anh Tran, junior
psychology major, confirmed the club was run in an
egalitarian manner.
"The media likes a narrative,
and a good narrative is that the
Tea Partiers are old and white," she
said. "If we have an entire group
of young people and minorities,
and they choose not to film them,
then those people don't have their
voices heard."
She also feels the Tea Party's
calls for strict adherence to the
constitution and a plea for limited

Though TeaPartiers and Socialists
often have opposing points ofview,
the two political groups kept it civil
when the Socialist Alternative club
at Seattle University hosted the
Northwest Socialism Conference
Saturday—a day-long event filled
with speakers from different political organizations.
Antiwar protester Cindy
Sheehan and left-leaning Green
Party leader Matt Gonzalez presented on various topics to members ofother chapters of Socialist
Alternative and some of the Tea government involvement have been
Party's reactionary right in a patronized as racist.
Bannan classroom.
"1 think because our president
Famous for her demonstrations is African American, and so a lot
against the Iraq War, Sheehan gave of people don't want to face up to
a presentation true to her countercriticism," she said. "They would
cultural reputation.
rather just fall back on saying, well
In her closing statement, you are criticizing him because
Sheehan suggested Michele you are obviously racist, which is
Obama's efforts to end childhood a totally intellectually lazy route
obesity are a ploy to get youth fit to take."
enough to join the military.
Carender also advocated pure
"It is a safe issue," Sheehan capitalism. She asserted the fedsaid. "Nobody is for childhood eral government should have let
obesity right?"
the banks fail instead of giving a
Following the presentation was bailout, citing Fannie Mae and
a two-hour debate between Ramy Freddie Mac as signs of governKhalil of Socialist Alternative and mental inefficiency.
Keli Carender, aTea Party member
Khalil felt this was an act of disand active blogger. Carender said torting ideology to be fact.
liberals can be narrow-minded,
"That was my whole probpointing out ways in which she is lem with everything she was saynot a typical conservative.
ing," he said. "She [Carender]
"So you start to think about thinks that if you allow the busiyour opposites in this caricature ness to just run free then they
ofbeing snaggletoothed knucklewill supposedly generate wealth
dragging conservatives," she said. that will benefit everyone or cre"It becomes a very, very intolerant ate jobs. The reality is that is not
•sort ofmind set."
the truth."
Khalil spent most of the deKhalil called the debate a "good
bate clarifying what the socialexchange of ideas," and Carender
ist position is. He referenced the said the event was a welcome
recent BP oil spill, free markets
change from her usual experiences
and what he believes to be United blogging.
States meddling in Latin America
Instead of leaving an anonyas proof of capitalism is failing the mous nasty comment about your
common worker.
family, hoping you die and things
"In a capitalist society these big like that, [the crowd] will actually
corporations acquire so much monengage you and ask an intelligent
ey and power, the government is in question," she said.
their back pocket," Khalil said.
Instead, Khalil would rather Dillon may be reached at
have a government based on dgilbert@su-spectator.com
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Photographer
talks of 'Intended
Consequences'
Panelists discuss their roles in relation to Rwanda and
the exhibit's portrayal of its vulnerable subjects
Olivia Johnson
Staff Writer

He did just that in 2007 with

videographer Jules Shell to produce
a multimedia package including
still shots, the short documentary
and short video clips of the women by themselves. According to
Torgovnik, after hearing the stories

A panel discussion was held
in Pigott Auditorium
in support of "Intended
Consequences," a touring photography exhibit currently on display of the women, and that all of them,
at Seattle University.
above anything else, wanted educaThe exhibit shows images of tion for their children, heand Shells
Rwandan children and their mothcofounded Foundation Rwanda,
ers were raped in the 1994 genohoping to provide funding for the
Clara Ganey The Spectator
cide in Rwanda. Although there has schooling ofchildren of rape, help Photojournalist and
"Intended Consequences" creator Jonathan Torgovonik explains how he created the
been an outcry from some students their mothers and raise awareness photo
exhibit, which portrays Rwandan mothers and their children bom of rape.
opposed to the exhibit, this was not of the problem of rape.
reflected at the panel.
"The idea is to spread awareness
In his speech, he focused on and how it will help the future of
"Its very important to be ex"It helped bring fuller perspecand be aware of consequences hapwhat the pictures couldn't capture Rwanda and Africa.
posed to another reality, and
tive on the Intended Consequences pening everywhere so that young and sought to show the hidden beit's often a jarring experience
exhibit, and more specifically on leaders will make the right decihind the exposed.
to know this wider reality,"
Rwanda," said David Powers, dean sions," Torgovnik said.
He emphasized the fact that he
stand here tonight as Sundborg said.
of the College of Arts and Sciences
Nkubana, co-founder of Gahaya would like to see people go beyond
Panelists also echoed that they
and panel moderator.
Links—a Rwandan organization the material issue and help women the voice of so many,
would like to see the exhibit draw
that helps women achieve economic recover the dignity and self-worth
attention not only to the genocide
stability through employing them they believe they have lost.
and the voice of so
in Rwanda, but to the problem of
was horrified and
in creating items like baskets and
"The victims should move from
rape occurring everywhere.
jewelry—spoke about the difficulbeing objects of our generosity to many rural Rwandans.
"The victim's experience can't be
wanted to go back to
ties she had growing up in a refugee
being subjects of their own destiny,"
wasted; it is so precious that it needs
camp and how her company was Ganza said.
Janet Nkubana to serve all humanity and advocate
Rwanda to document formed. "I stand here tonight as the
He says his faith was key in helpGahaya Links against rape and sexual abuse everyvoice ofso many, and the voice of so
ing him to be able to forgive, and
where," Ganza said.
what was going on.
many rural Rwandans," Nkubana with his education he would like to
"Intended Consequences" will be
said.
help others achieve this as well, as
One of the themes echoed by on display in the Hedreen Gallery
Jonathan Torgovnik
To discuss his role in Rwanda peace can never be achieved withthe speakers was the importance
and in the Kinsey Gallery until
Photographer and with Foundation Rwanda, out forgiveness.
of being exposed to something not May 29.
Schultz spoke of his visits to
President Stephen Sundborg, always experienced in not only the
Rwanda and what his company is S.J. spoke briefly on the importance Seattle U community, but America Olivia
may be reached at
Panelists included Jonathan doing to help those causes, includof bringing theexhibit to Seattle U as a whole.
ojohnson@su-spectator.com
Torgovnik, the photographer who ing buying coffee from Rwanda
created the exhibit, Starbucks and helping raise money for
president Howard Schultz, JesuitFoundation Rwanda.
in-residence and Seattle U graduate
"We go through life with entiEXCELLENCE
student Fr. Jean-Baptiste Ganza, S.J. tlement, but we need to hear these
and Janet Nkubana, co-founder of things and be part of the solution,"
Gahaya Links, a handicraft export Schultz said, encouraging the audicompany that teaches Rwandan ence to "remember what you saw."
women how to weave baskets.
Together they discussed the exhibit and the importance of spreading
Torgovnik first became
its message.
"I tried to get a student club involved with Rwanda
on campus to organize around
the exhibit for three months to no as a Newsweek
avail because they were too busy,
too afraid or too apathetic to offer
photojournalist.
their support," said senior Shannon
Rucker. "From how much I know
and understand, there is a lot of
Shed Schultz, Howard's wife,
money behind this event because of also played an integral role in
Starbucks and both the corporation bringing the exhibit to Seattle U
and the university are not interested after forging a partnership with the
in criticism."
university to deliver other social jusEach panelist was given roughtice projects such as the Treehouse
ly 10 minutes to present, with Project, which offers educationTorgovnik speaking first and al opportunities to children in
foster care.
helping to introduce the viewing of the short documentary
"[Seattle U] did an exemplary
film "Intended Consequences," job before, so I knew they could
designed in conjunction with the do this," Sheri said.
photography exhibit.
Howard echoed his wife's sentiHe explained how he became ments concerning Seattle U.
involved with Rwanda: When on
"It was a very easy choice,"
as
a
for
Howard
said.
assignment
photojournalist
Newsweek in 2006 he traveled there
the
final panelist of the eveAs
and met women who were victims ning, Fr. Jean-Baptiste Ganza disand had children as a result of the cussed his unique role as someone
1994 genocide and rape.
Sonya Ekstrom The Spectator
who grew up in Rwanda, but was
"I was horrified and wantable to escape the genocide, and
Leadership Development hosted the Student Recognition Awards Tuesday in Campion Ballroom. The
ed to go back to Rwanda to how he can now use his role as both
annual ceremony recognized graduate and undergraduate student accomplishments. Several student
document what was going on," an educator and a Jesuit to further
organizations-including Veterans Club and MEChA, were also honored at the ceremony.
Torgovnik said.
help his country.

Thursday
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Recognition awards
celebrate student leadership
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Urban farming
program sprouts
on Capitol Hill
Jon Polka |

The Spectator

Jason Niebler teaches his Agroforestry class in Seward Park. Niebler, who attended University of Washington's School of Forestry, hopes to work out transfer arrangements between SCCC and Seattle

U.

Seattle Central Community College's SAGE, three
professors strong, plans to expand online
Carolyn Huynh
Staff Writer
Seattle Central Community
College has launched a new program that is serious about producing down-to-earrh students.
The Sustainable Agriculture
Education for the Bioregion
(SAGE) program at SCCC is a
new program focused on sustainable urban farming.
With an emphasis on "urban," the recently implemented
program looks to expose students early in their college careers to a holistic perspective

look

environmental steward-

ship, economic liability and social
and cultural equity. This ranges
from looking at food production,
how to create local food systems,
looking at flora and fauna habitats
and farmlands.

We all need to be
educated in how our
ecosystem works

to be able to help.

sustainability.
"Seattle is a very innovative city," said Jason Niebler,

Pablo Corredor

SAGE Student
Field trips are also an integral
part of SAGE. Classes maintain lab requirements that demand students spend at least
half the time outside studying
forests. Utilizing activities ranging from an overnight field trip
to weekend day trips, SAGE tries
to introduce many diverse and

professors besides Niebler in
the program —Katie Gagnon and
Grace Sparks.
Beyond just knowing how to
do hands-on field work, such as repairing restoration or how to plant
crops, students are also educated in
the financial and marketing aspects
of agricultural centers. There is a
global awareness that SAGE hopes
to bring as well.
two

students.

Students have gone
at

on

SAGE program director who attended graduate school at the
University of Washington School
of Forestry. "There has been a lot
of growth in farmers' markets and
interest in sustainability. It's the
perfect place to create a model urban agriculture program."
Currently in its pilot phase,
SAGE's courses allow students to

sustainable types of farming systems to

to

urban

farms in Snoqualmie, Wash, and
have worked with communities
in Seattle.

Pablo Corredor, a sophomore
enrolled in SAGE, has plans
to own and work on his own
farm someday.
"I ask myself, 'What can I
do to stop ecological degradation,"' Corredor said. "We all
need to be educated in how our

Seattle.[...]isthe

ecosystem works to be able to
help, and that's why I am in

the program."
Corredor also has plans to
help reforest the degraded highland of the Andes Cordillera in
South America. According to
Niebler, more and more students are enrolling each quarter since SAGE first began in
the fall.
"We have more students curious about the program and e-maiing us," Niebler said. "So far, we've
captured a wide variety ofstudents
at Central."
SAGE is a part of the Math
and Science Department at Seattle
Central. There are currently only

perfect place to
create a model urban

agriculture program.
Jason Niebler
SAGE Program Director
"Students will be able to collaborate with global health programs," Niebler said. "They would
look at international programs,
food security and global health—
usually involving water—as well as
sustainable agriculture in a tropical
or low-income country."

Niebler

is
a former
volunteer
and has
Corps
Earth

worked for 12 years in the
tropical regions.
During Niebler's Earth Corps
service, he was an employee for
Nature's Last Stand, an urban
farm in Snoqualmie, where he
was a food specialist. His students took a field trip to the farm

last

quarter.

"You can't get a degree in this
by volunteering at Seattle Tilth,"
Niebler said. "We're just bringing it all together to give students a competitive leg up in the

transferring process."
SAGE hopes to have online
courses available next fall and to
establish an official degree associated with the SAGE program. SAGE
Students will be able to acquire an
associate's of arts or an associate's of
science degree.
Niebler also hopes to finish
transfer agreements with universi-

ties—including Seattle University,
University of Washington,
and other universities around
the state.
Carolyn may be reached at

chuynh@su-spectator.com

Red Winged award honors local business leaders
First annual ceremony recognizes business models that
'inspire change for the greater good'
Dillon Gilbert
Staff Writer

Creating the Red Winged
Leadership Award was tough for
the Albers graduate students who
took it on. First and foremost, they
had to define leadership.
Last fall, a class of 20 graduate
students in a leadership seminar
were challenged by their profes-

Jennifer Marrone

of Albers.
She asked them to consider and
define leadership and then use the
results as criteria to honor local
business leaders that exemplified
those criteria.
"As a class, we collectively
struggled with, 'What does leadership mean to us,'" said Justin
Poe, an Albers graduate student in
the class.
i.>S
They would come up with
the following: "Engaging
sor,

others

to

greater

good."

inspire change for the

With their mantra set, the
Graduate Students for Leadership
Formation created the first annual Red Winged Award ceremony. It will present three finalists, with one to win a free year of
business consulting.

The winner out of

better able to organize the event.
The spotting committee came up
with 14 local businesses as potential
finalists and wrote a biography and
assessment of each. The selection
committee then narrowed down
the list to six, according to Poe.
For the final round of judging,
the students elected to bring in
outside help. Among the five jurors
who picked the three finalists from
the narrowed down list were former Seattle mayor Norm Rice and
JP Morgan Chase Northwest CEO

business consulting.

Phyllis Campbell.
With the last three finalists
chosen, the students again looked
at the background of the candidates. All three rounds of selection were guided by three themes:
leadership, business acumen and

The class organized itself into
committees, somewhat fashioned
from the model in which a business
might run, so that they would be

social impact.
The jurors selected Rahwa
Habte, Dylan Higgins and
Linda Ruthruff.
Habte runs Hidmo, an Eritrean
restaurant and arts hub on the

the three finalists will
receive a free year of

corner of 23rd Avenue and Jackson
Street. Famous for fostering local music, the lounge is iconic fot
its social impact in the Central
District. It works to provide a safe
space for community engagement
and activism, especially among

neighborhood
to

teens,

according

Habte.

As a class, we

struggled with
'What does leadership

mean to us?'
Justin Poe

Graduate
Higgins runs SaveTogether.org,
website that matches donors with
struggling people trying to save
money for a higher purpose such

as college

or purchasing a home.
Currently, the site has more than

30 "savers."
Finally, there is Linda Ruthruffs
Street Bean Espresso. It employs local at-risk homeless youth for up to
two years in order to give them a
means to get off the streets. Her
business also runs on an eco-friendly
platform in addition to selling fair
trade coffee.
"Each of their stories is different, but they have all experienced a
lot of trauma," she said of her employees. "They have had to grow up
pretty much on their own."
Many programs are shorter than
Street Bean Espresso, according to
Ruthruff, and the two years they offer may allow for greater impact.
The award ceremony and the selection of the final winner will take
place Thursday night, from 6 to 8
p.m. in Pigott Auditorium.

a

Dillon may be reached at
dgilbert@su-spectator.cbm
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SUYI kicks off with
community focus
Aubrey Eyre

Staff Writer
A conference last Saturday
in Campion Ballroom served as
the official start for the Seattle
University Youth Initiative, which
has been several years in the making. Approximately 300 people
from the university, community
schools and other community
engagement centers

attended

the event.

The initiative focuses

on the Bailey Gatzert
neighborhood.
According to Kent Koth, SUYI
director, the conference was the first
big step to putting the initiative
into action.
"Last year we worked on establishing our vision for the initiative," Koth said. "This year is about
going out into the community and
establishing relationships."
In 2005, Seattle University became a temporary home to 100
homeless people as it set up and

hosted Tent City on the university tennis courts. According to
Koth, also the university director of the Center for Service and
Community Engagement, this was
the first step in what is now huge
initiative program to better the
whole community.
In a presentation given on
Mission Day this year, it was
stated that the focus of the initiative—"justice for youth—had
been decided by President Stephen

Sundborg, S.J.
According to Koth, this focus
has been broken down into levels
so the community can be helped
from the ground up. There are programs being set up to better the
youth in the community by offering services at all school-age levels
as well as help for parents and other
community members.
"We are thinking of support all
along the way," Koth said.
The initiative focuses on the
Bailey Gatzert neighborhood, an
area that runs along 23rd Avenue
down to the Seattle waterfront,
with Cherry and Dearborn streets
bordering the region.
The initiative attempts to
provide everything that a "poor"
community might need. This
includes tutoring for youth,
legal help, medical assistance
and even future fundraising
initiatives for youth to attend

Candace Shankel The Spectator
|

Initiative aims to provide
tutoring, legal help and
medical assistance

Seattle U's Youth Initiative Campus and Community Conference drew attendees from all over Seattle.
college, according

to Koth.
"We are trying to draw on our
resources to support the young
people," Koth said.
Koth said the question that
must be consideted is: How can
the university have a more significant impact on the community?
While the initiative has been
in the planning stages since
November, Koth said they are
hoping to submit the plan for
finalization this summer and
be able to put it into action
next year.

Aubrey may be reached at
aeyre@su-spectator.com

Not ready

forthe LSAT?
Let us demonstrate our proven
method (since 1988) for success:
individual strategies, real tests for
practice, and true support from
sign-up through school acceptance.
Just one price
Our nine-week course features
36 hours of class time, weekly
help sessions, eight mock exams,
tutoring, and personal admissions
counseling. All for $1095.
We know the answers
Go to our website and find out
about the next free seminar.

www.stevenklein.com
Sandy Hayes,J.D. and Steven Klein

jtfttNi^fe,

The Steven Klein Company
5031 University Way NE Seattle

206-524-4915

Specs of the week
Search for ISC director
nears completion

taking place, Dale Watanabe, who
has worked for the International

Student Center since 2001, is also
Four candidates are being serving as International Student
considered to fill the position Center director and one of
of director of the International its advisers.
Student Center. The candiThe new director will assume
dates will take part in open fothe position in July 2010.
rums throughout the month
of May in a presentation titled Norovirus hits attendees of
"Vision for the International nursing event
Student Center in the Context
of Seattle University's Global
At a College of Nursing 75th
Education Initiative."
Anniversary dinner April 25,
"It's an opportunity to give several of the 250 attendees repeople on campus a chance ported after the event that they
to hear what the candidates
had fallen ill. Victims presented
are interested in at Seattle symptoms similar to Norovirus,
University," said Monica a highly contagious variant of
Nixon, director of the Office of stomach flu that is easily transMulticultural Affairs.
ferred hand-to-hand and surfaceThe candidates for the position to-surface.
are Tamara Echter, currently asThe virus is especially comsistant director for the University mon at banquets, on cruise ships
of Washington's International or in residence halls.
Scholars Office/International
"It's such a strong virus; even
Students and Scholars and CK despite the precautions we folKwai, currently director of low the virus spreads successfully
Study Abroad at Winona State anyway," said Buzz Hofford, food
University in Minnesota. Also service director ofBon Appetit.
"As soon as I realized there
being considered are Sandra
Spadoni, currently assistant were a few of them, and that there
director of Programming and seemed to be some connection, I
International Student Adviser in contacted the health department,"
the University ofChicago's Office he added.
ofInternationalAffairs, andAdela
The King County Health
Penagos, assistant dean in the Department contacted and surCollege ofArts and Letters at the veyed approximately 100 people,
both catering staffand attendeesof
University ofNotre Dame.
Each candidate will have a the event. Several were diagnosed
chance to present themselves in with the virus, including one Bon
the forums that will take place Appetit service employee who the
in Chardin. Echeter's forum was health department believes could
held May 10 and Kwai s was May have spread the virus at the event,
12. Spadoni s will be May 17 and though the department also exPenagos will present May 20.
pressed it is impossible to identify
These forums are being held the source for sure.
to increase student input in the
The longtime employee of
search process, according to the food company is reportedly a
Nixon, a member of the commitvery diligenthand washer and extee in charge of the search for the
pressed no symptoms of the virus
itself, Hofford said.
new director.
Faizi Ghodsi, the previous
The Student Health Center
director, left the position in has reported no increase in the
November after accepting a job number of patients coming in
with King Abdullah University of with stomach flu-like symptoms.
Science and Technology in Saudi The health department will conArabia in November 2009, While duct food safety training sessions
the search for the new director is with the Bon Appetit staff.
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Trespass Warned
May 7 2:20 p.m.
Public Safety contacted two nonaffiliate males with open containers near Logan Field. The males
were identified and trespass
warned from campus property.
Suspicious Person
May 7 4:20 p.m.
A student reported a non-affiliate

male followed her home from
an off-campus location. Public
Safety and Police located and
identified the male, who Police
took into custody on unrelated
charges.

Malicious Mischief
May 10 6:00 a.m.
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THEATER

I Carthaginians

_■-■■

l
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"Carthaginians," the newest play showing at
the Lee Center for the Arts, opens tonight.
The play, set in Ireland 10 years after the
events of the Bloody Sunday Massacre, explores the aftermath of the massacre by following a group of people waiting in a graveyard
for victims to rise from the dead. The play is
being staged in an unconventional way: The
audience sits on the stage in a circle and in
a way become part of the play itself. Rumor
has it that the first row has been designated a
"splash zone" for water gun fights that occur
during the play (note: there is only one row).
-7-30 p m $6

Over the past 72 hours Public
Safety observed four incidents
of graffiti on campus. The graffiti was photographed and Facilities was contacted to initiate
removal.

Malicious Mischief

May 5 11:30 am.

Public Safety observed a graffiti
tag on a lamppost located on the
Murphy Drive Access Road. The
graffiti was photographed and
Facilities was contacted to initi-

~|B

made ir an art form, " Love fear Pleasure lust
pain glamour death," a display ofWarhol's media works will be showing alongside the "Kurt"
exhibit and features Polaroids, photo booth
strips, sewn photographs, and film. Fun fact:
did you know that Andy Warhol was a secret
Catholic according to Wikipedia? Be a good
Jesuit-educated student and go see some pop
an Seattle Art Museum. 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
$9 with student I.D.

I QuadstOCk
What else are you really going to do today?
Do I even need to tell you to go? I mean really,
it's Quadstock.
Go.
Union Green. 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. $10 adv.
$15 day of.
_____

I Beat the Bridge

■_■_■

ART

Rffß
Kurt and Andy
__■_■
_

.

Two of the most popular dead guys in recent
memory are having exhibits dedicated to them
at the Seattle Art Museum starting this weekend, the first of which is Seattle's own Kurt
Cobain. The forebear of flannel-chic and pioneer of Grunge music is the subject of the new
exhibit "Kurt" which features art that draws
influence from his life and impact on popular
culture. While Kurt Cobain most certainly did
impact pop culture, Andy Warhol took it and

i

This 8k race is isn't called "Beat the Bridge"
just because it sounds catchy. If you don't pass
mar k ( the University Bridge) in
t jie
minutes
20
or less, you're screwed. They raise
the bridge, and you have to sit there until they
lower it again, looking like a slow jerk who can't
even run fast to benefit the Juvenile Diabetes
Research Foundation (what jerk wouldn't want
to support the JDRF?) For those who aren't
runner types, a four-mile walk and a one-miLe
fun run are also being hosted and are all are
part of a larger Walk to Cure Diabetes annual
walkathon held across the world, which raised

$

93 million dollars last y ear Husky Stadium.
-

6:45 a.m. $17-$35.
■■■■■j reading

|

Belle Yang

Author and illustrator Belle Yang has produced
children's books, adult books and graphic novels that detail her life as an immigrant from
Taiwan to Japan and finally to America. Yang
has been the subject of a PBS documentary
and has been commended by Nancy Pelosi and
Amy Tan. She will be reading at Elliott Bay
Books from her new work "Forget Sorrow: An
Ancestral Tale" at 7 p.m.
—-—e

exhibit

Qg| Mt SL Helens AnjlVerSery
,„,

«

•

Thirty years ago, Mt. St. Helens blew up, and
thank goodness, it hasn't yet blown up again.
Celebrate the fact that we haven't been submerged in lava for a long time with a series of
presentations and displays hosted by the Burke
Museum in remembrance of the eruption's 30th
anniversary. The famous eruption will be dissected on a geological, biological and global level.
Plus, volcanoes rule. 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. $6.
—-—-

kiJUMJ
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ART

Creative Justice

Creative Justice, a Campus Ministry-sponsored
student group with the mission of exploring
and promoting social justice through art, will
be hosting a public art display of their recent
pieces in the Quad.

BLOG.SU-SPECTATOR.COM

Mysterious new lollipop stand in The Cave
was an Amazon.com orphan
Kelton Sears
Senior Staff Witter

Theft
May 5 10:15 p.m.
A student reported two bicycle
lights were removed from her
bicycle, while it was locked to a
bike rack, near the Engineering

When I first saw the new lollipop stand in The Cave, I honestly jumped a little. The thing
is huge, and if you haven't seen
it, it's ginotmous. If you lived in
Candy Land, it would be a pretty

developed
Safety Assist
May 6 5:30 am
Public Safety received a report of
a trapped staff person inside an
elevator in Campion.The elevator
service contractors responded
and extracted the staff from the

For a complete listing of public
safety incidents check out our Web

site at www.su-spectator.com
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the stairs from the Campion basement with a big drool-y stick in
their mouths and slightly bluish
orange lips.
"I honestly don't know that
much about it," said Beckwith. "I
went on vacation and then when
I came back my boss had snuck
it in."

tree.

After my slight start at the
stand, much of which was due
to the fact that I almost ran into
the thing since I wasn't used to
having it there, I started actually
looking at it and realized that lollipops look freaking cool. While I
hate the taste of giant obnoxious
Lolita lollipops like that, you have
to admit they look pretty neat,
especially on the spiffy stand.
So where did the thing come

from?
"We kind of inherited it
from Amazon," said Jeremiah
Beckwith, the manager of The
Cave. "Amazon just opened up a
Bon Appetit at their headquarters
and ordered three of these stands,
but they ended up only being able
to use two."
So The Cave adopted the unused stand and is keeping it until
further notice. While Beckwith
didn't say the stand has been
wildly popular, it is not unusual
now to see students walking up

I went on vacation
and then when I

came back my boss
had snuck it in.
Jeremiah Beckwith
Manager of The Cave
The stand remains somewhat
shrouded in mystery. I for one
predict that the stand will end
up going as mysteriously as it
came. And maybe that's how it's
supposed to be-the stand can
never stay-it goes where it goes
and does what it has to do, then
it moves on.
It's just one of those things
that we may never understand.

Candace Shankel The Spectator
|

A student at Connolly Center
reported a campus department
contacted him and advised they
had his iPod. When the student
returned to collect his item the
staffadvised him it was missing.

Kelton may be reached at
ksears@su-spectator.com

The new lollipop stand in The Cave that inexplicably showed up overnight was given to the school by Amazon.com's Bon Appetit staff.
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decison?

Marquet's

think

Whatdyou
about
JodiO'Brien

Voice:

Campus

Daniel Simon
Freshman, Biochemistry

"I don't know much about
the topic but I'm sure it was a
perfectly legal, perfectly sane

reason."

Jonothan Yu

Natasha Saye

Freshman, Engineering

Freshman, Biology

"I'm sorry, I haven't been
keeping up with the news. I've
been living in the bubble the last
week."

are a private Catholic university."

"They have the right since they

,ts horrible -' th ' nk tnat

is unfair and completely
against what Jesuit values should be."
"

Alyssa Coke
Freshman, Pre-Major

Interviews and photos by Candace Shankel
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4. Guides
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14. Bass, e.g.
15. Gandhi's land
16. Communion table
17. Compass dir.

18. Pilfer
19. Roman goddess of
the moon

20. Star groups
23. "You are

"

24. Beast of burden
25. Vast seas
28. Harbor

30. Loss leader?
33. Flow controlling device
34. Upper limbs, weapons

35. Eats
36. Informally
39. Put down
40. Lucie's father
41. Metal spikes
42. Antiquity, old-style

43. Nota
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44. Stanzas
45. Direct a gun
46. Blend
47. Tending to sleep walk
54. Member ofthe dog family

55. Brother of Moses
56. Genetic messenger
57. Old enough
58. Elegance
59. Barely make, with "out"
60. Domingo, for one
61. Conger catcher
62. Island of Denmark
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4. Auditor
5, Goes in
g Designer SimpSOn
7. Clock face
8. Room in a casa
9. One.who enjoys
inflicting pain
10. Mixed bags
11.
impasse
12. Gives a bad review

13. Madrid Mrs.
21. Beardless
22. Foot bones
25. Small egg.
26. Artificial waterway

27.1961 Heston role
28. Plain writing

29. Old Dodge model
30. Bears the ictus
31. Silk fabric
32. Vast chasm
34. "So be it"
35. Protects
37. Accumulation of fluids
38. Brief JOke
43. Cover for loose papers
44. Played at a
fast tempo
45. Buddy
46. Wall painting
47. Call at home
48. Son of Judah
49. Merlin, e.g.
50. Exposed
51. Not kosher

52. Black
53. Capital of Calvados, in
NW France
54. Portable bed
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andecisoSt univty proces

MU Academiccondems
Academic Senate meeting holding signs with slogans like "Hold
� Fr. Wild accountable" and "We
support you."
The Academic Senate conthe
demned
process and the university's decision to rescind its offer in an official statement.
The senate reaffirmed its support of the university's anti-discrimination policy and stated
that it wishes to meet with the board oftrustees before September to "discuss Marquette's
commitment to both academic freedom and
shared governance; demand adoption of a revised search protocol that clearly affirms academic freedom and no disqualification from
leadership positions for candidates pursuing
legitimate lines of academic inquiry."
University president Rev. Robert Wild
Cover

told the New York Times that the decision
to rescind O'Brien's job offer was not because of her sexuality, nor was it an issue of

O'BRIEr
AFTER

WTTHD
|

Braden VanDragt The Spectator

Her contract signed, her arrivalher

retacdof wi,

Associate provost Charles Lawrence signs an
open letter that faculty in the College ofArts and
Sciences in support of O'Brien. Faculty will send
copies of the letter to Marquette's board of trustees and the Chronicle of Higher Education.

Jodi O'Brien tells her story in the first full interview after
Marquette withdrew its offer

However, a number of faculty and
students at Seattle U and Marquette have
vocalized strong concerns that university
officials unfairly denied O'Brien the job
because she is gay and her work contains accounts qf
lesbian sex.
"I think the president [of Marquette] is responding to people who are concerned with what I represent," O'Brien told The Spectator. "I do not think
the opinion of those people represents Marquette as
a university."
Two Milwaukee archdiocese leaders, judicial vicar
Paul Hartmann and Archbishop Jerome Listecki, expressed concern over Marquette looking at O'Brien
for the dean position, the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel

■

4 4 IT WAS MY IMPRESSION

THAT I WOULD BE A
DEAN WHO COULD
SERVE [MARQUETTE]
WELL.
}

JODI O'BRIEN
Professor

Cover

■

reported early Wednesday.
Listecki had contacted Wild to relay concerns clergy
and lay leaders had with O'Brien serving at Marquette,
the archbishops spokeswoman, Julie Wolf, told the

Sentinel.
Hartmann wrote a letter to the faculty search committee considering O'Brien March 3. According to the
Sentinel, he wrote O'Brien's scholarship might "create dichotomies and cause tensions" for the Catholic

university's identity.
More than 100 Marquette students protested the
decision Thursday. The university's faculty senate
convened Monday to discuss the situation, but did
not call for Wild's resignation or for the university to

re-offer O'Brien the dean position —actions some say
Marquette should take to remedy the situation.
Some have suggested Marquette could face legal
ramifications for withdrawing the offer. O'Brien, when
asked if she was considering legal action, didn't offer
specifics but said, "I'm in conversation with the university about the best next steps. My hope is that the
situation can become an opportunity for institutional
learning."
O'Brien said Wild was concerned it would be difficult
for her to serve as dean. According to O'Brien, Wild was
concerned she would receive "too much distraction from
people external to the university who did not support
my appointment,"
The news that she would not be a dean at
Marquette—Wisconsin's largest private university
that has a undergraduate student population of 8,000,
roughly double the population of Seattle U—left her
disappointed, she said in a phone interview with The
Spectator Monday.
"It was my impression that I would be a dean who
could serve [Marquette] well," O'Brien said.
From her visits to campus, she got the sense that
students and faculty at the 90-acre urban campus "were
very eager to have a dean who represented the diverse
interests and voices in the college."
O'Brien was first contacted about the position in
fall of 2008.
Marquette's faculty search committee selected her

"It should have never been an issue,"
academic freedom. According to Wild, uniMarquette has not yet announced when
Adelman said. "That's what academic freeversity leaders "found some strongly negative the dean search will resume. A spokesstatements about marriage and family" in
dom is. We have the freedom to look at
woman said the university has acknowlO'Brien's work.
edged there were some oversights in the issues that are oftentimes controversial
Marquette officials could not specify which search, and the university is looking to revise and taboo."
statements were the sources of•contention but
Fortier said he and his colleagues plan to
the process.
Professors at Seattle University are voicing submit theletter to Marquette's board oftrustothers have speculated that it may have had
something to do with O'Brien's writings on their support for O'Brien by signing a formal ees and the Chronicle of Higher Education
same-sex marriage and sexuality.
letter organized by Ted Fortier, the interim this week
Students met last night to begin draft"It's not about any one issue," said chair of Seattle UVSociology Department
ing two letters—one ofwhich will be sent to
Brigid O'Brien Miller (no relation to Jodi while O'Brien is on sabbatical.
this
could
happen in Marquette urging Wild to step down. The
"I'm very angry that
O'Brien). "It's really looking at the totality of
said.
other will go to Seattle U's administrators ask"I'm dumbher record."
the 21st century," Fortier
a
taken
O'Brien Miller said she was unaware of any founded that someone could have job
ing for a public statement against Marquette
she
a
and
writes in certain genre
retracting the offer, according to Alex LaCasse,
pressure from the board of trustees or from away because
a
senior journalism major who is organizing the
donors threatening to deny the university is sexual minority."
effort.
funds were it to hire Jodi O'Brien.
Mara Adelman, communications profesStudents can begin to sign the letters
O'Brien's
of
work—some
Wednesday.
O'Brien had been under review as a dean sor at Seattle U, said
candidate for two years before a job offer was which depicts graphic accounts ofhomosexual
"If we're a university that prides itself on
cost
her
the
extended to her. In those two years, officials did sex—should not have
position academic freedom, then the administration
work
has an obligation to make a statementagainst
not challenge her research or published
at Marquette.
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Marquette's action," said LaCasse, who started a Facebook group in support of O'Brien
Thursday night.
"If they don't, it sends a message that we support diversity in theory, but not in practice."
O'Brien said she plans to return to teach at
Seatde U next year.
"Dr. O'Brien is a valued member of our
university community, and she has had an illustrious career as an administrator, educator
and social scientist," Crawford said in an e-mail
to The Spectator. "Her contributions to Seatde
University, the academy and the community
have been, and will continue to be, many and

substantial."
Frances may be contacted at fdinger®
su-spectator.com
Katie Farden contributed reporting to
this story.

The road from
Seattle U to
Marquette and back
Fall 2008:
O'Brien is approachedby a Marquette's search firm, which inquires if she
would be interested in applying for a position as the university's next
Helen Way Klingler College of Arts and Sciences Dean. She sends her
cover letter and CV to Marquette.
Due to an unexpected family hardship, O'Brien withdraws her candidacy for the position. Marquette ends the 2008-2009 school year without
selecting a new dean.

Fall 2009:
as a finalist in spring 2009, but

O'Brien withdrew from
the search shortly after due to a death in the family
that spring. Marquette closed its search without filling

at Seattle U,

the position.
In fall 2009, Marquette started looking for a new
dean again. A representative from Marquette contacted
O'Brien asking her to resubmit her application, an
offer she initially declined, O'Brien said. After conversing with colleagues, however, she changed her mind
and re-entered the search process.
It was on O'Brien's birthday, March 24, when Pauly
called her to make the offer to serve as thenext Helen
Way Klingler College ofArts and Sciences Dean.
"I was excited," O'Brien said. "I was very impressed
with what I read about students and programs in

at Marquette,

the university."
O'Brien returned to Milwaukee in April to meet
with Pauly and the interim dean of the college
Jeanne Hossenlopp to hammer out final details of
her contract.
When she returned home April 20, she signed a
contract and returned it to Marquette, whose officials
had already signed their part of the contract.
"At that point I was told the university communications person would be contacting me to put together
the public announcement," said O'Brien.
In the meantime, O'Brien and her partner hired
a real estate agent to help them look for houses in
Milwaukee. She signed and mailed the contract back
to Marquette. And she shared the news of her appointment with Seatde U's Provost Isiaah Crawford
and President Steven Sundborg, S.J.
It was bittersweet saying goodbye to her colleagues

a university "that has truly been a home
to me for the past 15 years," O'Brien said. But colleagues and friends encouraged her to take the position

she said, where she would preside over a
college of 30 academic majors and 250 faculty.
"I received a lot of support in the decision from
colleagues at Seattle and elsewhere, who all suggested
this was the appropriate next step for my career,"
she said.

O'Brien's experience as the faculty chair
who oversaw the Anthropology, Sociology and
Social Work Departments at Seattle U made her
a strong candidate for the dean position, said
David Powers, dean of Seattle U's College of Arts
and Sciences.
"I think she was highly qualified" he said, adding that "[Marquette] certainly thought she was
qualified, too."
Wild said O'Brien's academic writings forced
Marquette to abruptly reconsider her for the
position.
"We found some strongly negative statements
about marriage and family," told the New York Times

Thursday.
O'Brien has served as Seattle Us Louis B. Gaffhey
Endowed Chair since 2007, a position the university
reserves for a faculty member who has distinguished
herself in support the Jesuit mission, Powers said.
O'Brien said at this point, she plans to return to
Seattle U to teach in the fall.

Katie may be contacted at kfarden@suspectator.com

Arepresentative of Marquette University asked her to apply again. After
initially declining the offer, O'Brien agrees to reenter the search process.

Winter 2010:
O'Brien makes trips to Milwaukee. Marquette's faculty search committee
selects her as one of three finalists for the position.

March 24, 2010:
Provost calls O'Brienand offersher a job as the Helen Way Klingler College
of Arts and Sciences Dean. She thanks him for the offer and asks him for
three weeks to consider the invitation. She wants to consult with her partner and make a final trip back to Marquette to meet with the provost.

April 2010:
O'Brien returns to Milwaukee and meets with Provost Pauly and Interim
College ofArts and Science Dean Hossenlopp. She discusses final details
of her job and indicates to Pauly that she will accept the offer.

April 20, 2010:
She signs the contract and mails it back to Marquette. She is told that a
Marquette communications person will be in contact with her to put together a public announcement that she has taken the job.
O'Brien begins to make initial arrangements to move to Milwaukee.

May 2,2010:
Provost Pauly and President Wild call OBrien. President Wild explains
he does not support O'Brien's appointment.

Katie Farden | The Spectator
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LEE CENTER

Somber comedy pulls
audience into the action
'Carthaginians' uses innovative design to amplify
the Bloody Sunday story
Fernando Sioson

News Editor
What do you mean there are no seats?
That'll be the first thing in audience members' minds walking into the theater. There
are no chairs accommodating those eager to
watch this two-and-a-halfhour performance;
there is only the stage.
"Carthaginians," written by Frank
McGuinness in the aftermath of Bloody
Sunday, opens at the Lee Center this week,
and a slew of innovations in set design make
it stand apart from more traditional plays.
One of these key innovations is the seating. The audience shares the stage with the
actors. About 50 observers can sit on the
perimeter of the set—a 30-foot diameter
circle—and face inward, just an arm's length
from all the action. The idea is to create a
more interactiveenvironment between audience and actor.
"The idea isn't about outsiders looking
in; it's about insiders looking in," said Bob
Boehler, lead technical director. "We're not
trying to hide anything, just trying to hold
up suspension of disbelief"
The set is dotted by foam gravestones
and wrought iron bars to give it a decidedly
mortuary feel. A couple of snazzy lighting
techniques help to set off the more prominent
parts ofthe stage.
The set aside, "Carthaginians" is all about
the characters. Each of the seven has some
connection to Bloody Sunday, an incident
where 27 Irish civil rights protestors were shot
by soldiers of the British Army in 1972.
The featured characters have each been
mentally affected by the events of the day.
First, there's Greta, played by junior history
major Clare McKay.
"Greta is the tough bitch. She's raunchy,
nasty and mean," McKay said. "She finds
delight in all the wrong things."
Then there's the once brilliant professor
whose only life goal is to build a pyramid of
trash; a despondent motherwho believes her
dead daughter is speaking to her from beyond
the grave; a chain-smoking priest whose past
traumas have lead him to take a permanent
vow of silence.

Of all the characters, Dido, played by senior drama major Casey Fern, is arguably the
main character. He's also the strangest. One

can find this openly gay character dressed in
neon pink fishnets in one scene or wearing a
blonde wig and high tops the next.
"Every actor brings open understanding
to the characters they play," Fern said, who
is acting in his last production at Seattle
University. "There is no good or evil, just torments and deep self-loathing hidden within
a playful

character."

The idea isn't about
outsiders looking in; it's
about insiders looking in.
Bob Boehler
Lead Technical Director
That's the heart of "Carthaginians:" torment hidden within a veil of laughs and
good times.
The rockin' soundtrack features the
Pogues, faux-Irish rock band Flogging Molly
and a selection of "post-punk environmental jazz hits" by music director and Seattle
University professor Brendan Hogan.
Despite the modern tunes and a grass
floor made out of"Poodle Hair" (a kind of
carpet with bumps meant to simulate actual
grass), this play is all about gritty realism.
"It's been a while since we've had a realistic
play here," said senior Katie Carrasco, stage
manager. "There are more comical elements
than usual, but that doesn'tchange how serious the story is."
Each character doles out side-splitting
laughs (in authentic Irish accents, no less).
But each of them will, one-by-one,
slowly come to terms with a horrific reality. It is the privilege of the audience, sitting just feet away, to witness these crises of

Hedreen Gallery
prepares for first
student-run exhibition
Dalyce Lazaris
Volunteer Writer

following artists: MFA students Erin Carlton,

It seems the Fine Arts Department's favorite color is green, with sustainability being a
trending theme among the arts community
at Seattle University, and the first ever joint
exhibition of works by fine arts seniors and
Master ofFine Arts (MFA) students will further the movement with its focus on sustainable practices in art.
Tina Lee, MFA student in arts leadership,
is the first graduate student to independently
coordinate a fine arts exhibit in the Hedreen
Gallery, which will also serve asLee's capstone
project toward her degree.
"[The Hedreen Gallery is] traditionally
used for works by professional artists, very
rarely have we exhibited student work in the
past," says Kevin Maifeld, director of the
arts leadership program. "Because this was a
graduate student and she had experience in
curating exhibits, we thought that this was a
good time to try it out."
Seattle U's commitment to environmentally-friendly practices is no secret, and
this year the Lee Center brought earthythemes to art with greenSquat, a theater
production project also started by arts
leadership students.
"I'm not recreating the wheel. Seattle
University has a lot of sustainable practices,
and I'm building on the momentum of sustainability," Lee says.
On selecting the particular works to
display, Lee placed deep consideration on
the level of skill demonstrated, the piece's
relevance to the theme of sustainable practices and the degree of innovation in the
artists' concepts.
"My ultimate goal is to create something
innovative that will instill a reaction," Lee
says. "I want people to think about their everyday lives and ask, 'How does me wasting
paper affect this community?'"
Lee selected nine exhibits, featuring the

Canchola and Kaidin Swezey; and senior visual arts students Elizabedi Davis and Sarah
Storey. These exhibits will showcase a wide
range of media, including sculpture and 2-D
works, a multimedia piece and some installation work. Almost all of the displays will
be premiering.
Erin Carlton's sculpture "Clear-Cut
Casualty" will depict die negative impact of
clearcutting logging on salmon populations
in rivers and streams, while the concept behind Sarah Storey's video "A Closed System"
is "sustainability [...] a broad concept we
understand in our social networks through

Jaime Smith, Tina Russell, JessieWilson and
Janet English; senior fine arts students Jackie

people's opinions."

I want people to

[...]

ask, 'How does me
wasting paper affect

this community?'
Tina Lee
Arts
Leadership
Student, MFA

Organizing the exhibition is challenging,
says Lee, because of the lobby-gallery nature
of the Hedreen Gallery, but she feels up for
the challenge.
"I'm curatorial assistant here at the Lee
Center, and my day job is doingbasically the
same thing at the Seattle Asian Art Museum,"
Lee says. "Organizing this will be the culmination of my experience here and applying the skills learned through my internship
and job."
Dalyce may be reached at
lazarisd@seattleu.edu.

identity unfolding.
"Carthaginians" is directed by professor
Rosa Joshi of the Fine Arts Department and
will run at the Lee Center from May 13 to
May 23.
Fernando may be reached at
fsioson@su-spectator.com

New releases this week
Matthew Martell
Managing Editor/Copy Chief

MUSIC: 'Treats' by Sleigh Bells
True to its title, Sleigh Bells' first fulllength is a deliciously unhealthy thrill
ride through a new kind of sonic territory. "Treats" is a balls-to-the-wall noisepop collision of amp-exploding power
chords, bratty riot grrrl sh**-talking and a
heap load of hand claps compressed into
Justice-level oblivion.
And man, is it fun—and absolutely
devastating to the eardrums. The record
opens with "Tell 'Em," a song that basically sounds like Gwen Stefani's "Hollaback
Girl" on steroids and run through an aural cheese grater. The song sets the tone
nicely for the LP's gauntlet of sound ex-

Clara Ganey | The Spectator

Seniors Sean Shannon and Casey Fern rehearse for <Q»lhaonlans.»

plosions^—razor sharp riffs, mindblowingly
catchy hooks and tons of needle-in-thered compression.
Sleigh Bells are at their best in this
zone. The blistering "Infinity Guitars"

apes the stomping rhythm ofQueen's "We
Will Rock You" and juxtaposes it with
"Bleach"-era Nirvana sludge guitar and
Bikini Kill femme-wailing. "Crown On
The Ground"—the track that propelled
the band into the blogosphere—sounds
even better remastered than as a demo.
"A/B Machine's" slithering, stuttering guitar shoots from the noise-rock hip like an
'80s-era Sonic Youth A-side.
More than anything, the record's energy
is constandy maxed out and unswerving. It's
thekind ofalbum that demands fist-pumping and hip-swaying in equal measure.
"Treats" is available now on iTunes. The
physical release hits stores June 22.

Also recommended:
BOOK: "Operation Mincemeat" by Ben
Macintyre
FILM: "Iron-Man 2"

Matthew may be reached at
copy@su-spectatcr.com
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Student wins solo,
scholarship in
inaugural contest
Frances Dinger
Editor

music and learning to play it well.
Professors also worked with students on performance etiquette

Six student performers competed for the chance to be a guest

like how to bow, what to wear,
how to play in high heels and how

soloist with Orchestra Seattle in
Seattle University Fine Arts department's first instrumental concerto competition May 7.
"There's never been anything
like this established [at Seattle
U]," said Quinton Morris, violin
professor and bachelor of music
in string performance program
director.
The string performance program, which is in its first year,
is the only one of its kind in the
Pacific Northwest. Music programs traditionally showcase
student talent in competition;
Morris, having competed in student competitions himself, wanted Seattle U students to have a
similar opportunity and to display
their maximum potential.
The competition was judged by
Emma McGrath, associate concertmaster

of the Seattle Symphony;

Chip Schooler, orchestra director
Olympia High School; and
George Shangrow, music director

at

ofOrchestra Seattle.
Many of the students have
been preparing for the competition since the beginning of
the year. But preparation went
beyond memorizing a piece of

to

stand.

This is a competition

to celebrate our
excellence and
progress.
Quinton Morris
Director, String Performance

The competition's first prize
sophomore biology and
viola performance major Alex
Takasugi, will serve as a guest soloist with Orchestra Seattle and
will also receive a scholarship for
the 2010-2011 academic year.
Takasugi has been playing violin since the age of two and viola
since fourth grade. This was her
first competition.
"It was a fun roller coaster
winner,

ride," Takasugi said.
Her prize-winning performance
was Franz Anton Hoffmeister's
"Violakonzert D-dur, viola concert in D major."
Despite stopping three times in

Jon Polka | The Spectator

Junior bass performance major Nick Masters took third place in Seattle U's first concerto competition.
her performance, junior biology
major Morgan Shannon took second place for her performance of
Dmitri Shostakovich's "Concerto
Number One in E-flat Major from

for the competition as learning to
play in a suit.
"It's hard to reach across
the instrument in a coat," said
Masters, who practiced Sergey

Opus 107."
Third place winner, junior bass

Koussevitzky's "Koussevitsky

performance major Nick Masters,
has only been playing bass for
three and a half years. He cired
his biggest challenge in preparing

Concerto, Opus Three" while
wearing his suit jacket.
The string performance program has only four students in
the department as majors; only

one student has transferred since
the beginning of the year.
"This is a competition to celebrate our excellence and progress,"
Morris said.
All winners will be featured in a
special performance on campus in
the 2010-2011 school year.

Frances may be reached at
fdinger@su-spectator.com

Local artist prints new messages on old shirts
Boma Cho has been selling his designs around the city
for years and recently set up shop near Caffe Vita
Carolyn Huynh
Staff Writer
For the past few weeks, Boma
Cho has been spotted haunting the
late night Capitol Hill scene. Except,
he doesn't sellAmericanos, tattoos or
cream cheese hotdogs—he sells art.
Situated between Caffe Vita
and the tattoo shop SuperGenius,
Cho sells his screenprinted T-shirt
designs on the sidewalk, printed
on used clothes he buys from
thrift stores.
"I ask myself, what is being disposed of?" Cho says. "It's
wasteful, throwing away perfectly
good shirts."
It seems as if Cho appeared on

East Pike Street overnight.
In actuality, Cho has been a
staple of the Seattle art scene since
the late '80s when he immigrated
from Cameroon. In the '90s, he was
known fot his music and even organized radio plays.
Now, as a designer, Cho's mono
is "to recycle stuff to transform new

sniff."
His prints usually consist of animals, from elephants to giraffes to
famous influential figures. He also
uses other media, such as canvas
and wood.
Cho has sold his art all over
Seattle, getting displaced from
one neighborhood to the next by

After selling his work at the
Fremont Sunday Market,the Ave,
to on Mercer Street and Ist Avenue
Cho believes he has finally found
solace operating next to Vita,
where his relationship with the
owner allowed him to settle next
to the coffee house.

I want people to [...]
ask, 'How does me
wasting paper affect

this community?'
Tina Lee

Student, MFA Arts Leadership

city officials.

|

Matthew Brady The Spectator

Boma Cho's designs often feature influential historical figures.

"This is my new home," Cho
says. "A home is wherever you
make it."
According to Cho, every time
he has settled previously, city officials from the Department of
Planning have arrived.
"They always come saying the
same thing: 'We've come to bring
peace and order to the city,'" Cho
says as he mockingly pumps up his
chest and jabs his pointer finger
into the air.
"What order," he asks. "I'm just
trying to sell shirts."
He says they have asked
him every time to leave his current space or have issued a

mandatory licensing fee beyond
his budget.
"You can't have big business
without small business," Cho
says. "These people cteate obstacles for people so they can't be
successful."
Despite his protracted philosophical and political rants, the fact
remains: Cho really is a genuinely
nice guy.

His charisma is what makes his
tangents worth listening to. It's what

makes people stop on the street and
greet Cho by name and inquire about
his health.
Cho's kindness extends beyond
just giving away his art for free
(though he would like to clarify only
rarely does he do this,he still wants
your money) or holding long conversations with strangers.
Former Seatde University student
Ella Ordona was neighbors with
Boma Cho during his brief stay in
the University District.
"Boma let me borrow his dolly
cart when I needed help moving
from my old apartment to my new
one," Ordona says. "He's one hell of
a nice

guy."

While rolling a Bali Shag cigarette—because he only rolls—Cho
greets a group of women walking past his stand with a wink and
a smile.
"Every individual in this world
is entitled to making a living, irrespective of background," he
says. "And if making art on shirts

is my way of

giving back to the
community, then I suppose that's
my way."
With a roller coaster of a past,
Cho is obviously influenced by government apathy, which he makes apparent from printing such influential
figures like Ghandhi and Hendrix on
his shirts.
His art is a reflection of his past
and what he stands for in life. As an
artist, his taste for demeaning the
"man" is what ignites his passion.
Cho describes his art as an "enfolding process," sometimes it closes up
and once in a while it opens.

His charisma is what
makes his tangents
worth listening to.
"It comes and goes," Cho bemus"But once in awhile, when it does
appear, it's very beautiful."
Cho is in his spot most nights
around 8:30 p.m. and stays until he
wants to leave. Pieces vary from $10
to $20, but prices are always negotiable, according to Cho.
es.

Cho's art is also visible at the Sunday
Fremont Market as well as on his blog

at http://chaahboma.wordpress.com.

Carolyn may be reached at
chuynh@su-spectator.com.
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Quadstock's first four hours:

Who and what to see on the Union Green
Matthew Martell
Managing Editor/Copy Chief
Before the Quad opens its gates for this

year's main stage acts, the event will kick off
at noon on the Union Green with four hours
of organization-sponsored activities.
According to Adam Toth, senior creative writing major and Quadstock chair,
the Green will host exhibitions that have

recently become Quadstock traditions.
Housing and Residence Life are sponsoring a henna tattooing tent (featuring two
artists, as opposed to last year's one). ROTC
will be resurrecting the beloved inflatable
obstacle course. Campus Ministry is bringing back the dunking tank—a way for students to exact justice on Seattle University

celebrities like Tim Albert and their favorite
Resident Assistants.
In response to its success last year,
the Physics Club will be recreating their
üblec—a cornstarch and water combination that is liquid when lightly pressed on
but solid when a heavy force (such as running feet) is applied. Snap, the Seattle U
photo club, has constructed a photo booth
to document this year's festivities. And of
course, the Green will host a stage primarily for student musicians, profiled here.
This year the stage is sponsored by KSUB,
who will also be handing out sunglasses at
the event.
In addition to these annual must-haves,
Friends ofAfrica and Natural Leaders members will be in attendance on the Green

hosting as-yet-unspecified activities, and
Red Zone will be hanging out with Otter
Pops and hats for sunbathed students who
come asking. Snacks and fruit will also be
available all day on the green.
The Green will provide students with a
place to enjoy the sun until 4:30 p.m. when
the Quad opens up for ticketholders, but
Toth assures that students who choose to
forgo the green will still be allowed into the
main stage area.
This year's main stage

will host

two

rounds of food service in order to try and
better accommodate late-comers who still
want free grub. The first round of food
will be served shortly after the gates open,
with a second batch coming at around 6:30
p.m. This year's food options are sponsored

by ASSU, and students will get to choose
from the following refreshments: Ezell's
Famous Chicken, Pita Pit, Dick's, Jimmy
John's Gourmet Sandwiches and Mighty-O
Donuts.

Conduct has always been

an issue at
but
Toth
encourages students
Quadstock,
to "just be smart" about their actions and to
have a good time. He also advises that students buy their tickets as soon as possible.
"I'm not sure if it's going to sell out,"
Toth said. "But it should sell very comparably to last year."
But one thing's for sure: Quadstock XXI
is going to be a ton of fun.

Matthew may be reached at
copy@su-spectator.com

Band profiles by Mary Pauline Diaz and Brittany Traub

Four or Five People

Candace Shankel | The Spectator

Jenna Emerson (left) and Kate Stinson (right) are two of Four or Five
People, the last act on KSUB's stage on the Union Green.

Conduct
Party
The bittersweet taste of second place at SEAC's
Battle of the Bands this yeat still taunts the members ofConduct Party. This Saturday on the Union
Green, Conduct Party is planning its great comeback performance.
"We would like to call Quadstock Battle of
the Bands 2: Redemption," says Austin Ryan-Mas
(guitar), junior business major.
The band consists of Ryan-Mas; Jake Weaver
(bass), junior electrical engineering major; Roald
Dietzman (drums), junior mechanical engineering major; and Jason Miller (trumpet and guitar),
sophomore film studies major.
Conduct Party has a British rock vibe strongly
recalling Arctic Monkeys, but the new songs the
members have been working on for Saturday are
definitely much edgier and more refined than their
Battle of the Bands tunes.
Making sure people enjoy themselves and dance
is one of the band's biggest intentions, and their
music is proven to be a crowd-pleaser thanks to
their funky guitar hooks and steady drum beats.
"We want to get the crowd moving,"
Weaver says.
There may not be prizes involved, but they have
their sights on one target.
"We're personally going straight for Tokyo
Police Club," Dietzman says.

Four or Five People is Jenna
Emerson and three or four other
people; sometimes Emerson, junior sociology major, is all four or
five people.
"It's a collective," Emerson says, "I
have many collaborators."
Four or Five People was inspired after Emerson studied in Florence, Italy
this past fall quarter. She played under
the name Postcards from Italy with a
student from Nashville and another
from Turkey.
When she returned home to San
Jose, California for winter break,
it was then Emerson decided to
continue with music as a creative
outlet and Four or Five People
was born.
Emerson is a self-trained musician,
first picking up the acoustic guitar in
2008. Other instruments she plays are

Camp 10
Before even being asked a
question, the talkative Nick
Jessen eagerly begins spewing
statements about Camp 10.
"I told her that 'shenanigans' describes our band in
one word," says Jessen (keys),
freshman photography major,
to the rest of the band, just to
clear things up.
The other four laugh in
unison, an informal agreement
with Jessen.
The all-freshman band
came together under roommates Jessen and Alex Swaab
(guitar), international business major, and Devin Kelly
(drums), engineering major
better known as Earl Bucket,
stepped in as drummer. In fall
quarter, the band consisted
of residents from the 10th
floor of Campion Hall, the
band's namesake.
The band has gone through

lineup changes throughout
the year, now even including
members from as*"fer away as
Bellarmine Hall. With trumpet player Stefan Wanigatunga,

film studies and voice performance major, and bassist
Roberto Mendez, psychology
and visual arts major, their music channels ska and punk with
a hint of reggae tucked in, but
all members take pride in their
stark differences of genres in
past band experiences, ranging
from electronica to bluegrass to
choral music.
Camp 10 has new songs
they are waiting to drop at
Quadstock, but they will always retain the original spirit
of having a good time making
their music.

melodica, harmonica and a miniature
Casio keyboard. Emerson's soft, whimsical voice accompanies the three or
four other components of her musical
arrangements.

As the only acoustic performance at
Quadstock this year, Emerson is collaborating with Kate Stinson, sophomore mechanical engineering major,
and Austin Ryan-Mas, junior business major, who is also playing with
Conduct Party.
Four or Five People's Myspace profile reads: "I am a student at Seattle
University and I don't write music
about love."
Rather, Emerson opts for other, less
overused themes she still finds relatable
to others.
"I write about inanimate objects,
[and] what we can learn from nature,"
Emerson says.

'he Monostereo
The Monostereo may have
Battle of the Bands in
February, but it still has some
new tricks this campus hasn't
won

seen yet.

They layer
complicated guitar
melodies with

twitchy rhythms.
"We're going to be
two brand new
songs that we haven't really played for other people,"
says Wes Gonzalez (vocals,
guitar), junior political science major.
Gonzalez describes their
intense, frenetic rock as "if
The Fall ofTroy and The Mars
Volta had a baby." They layer
complicated guitar melodies
with twitchy rhythms to cre-

playing

Their music channels
ska and punk with

a hint of reggae.
"There's a lot of super
pretentious indie bands [on
Capitol Hill] and we try
and have more fun with it,"
Jessen says.

ate a

sound that's frenzied

yet cerebral,

captivating yet

confounding. Rich ClarkColler (drums), junior business management major;
Sam Heminger (bass), junior
philosophy major; and Pat
Goodwin (guitar/keyboard/
vocals) work in their individual passions for various
genres to create a complex,
hectic sound.
Their songs are long and
deep, and often one will flow
straight into another. There's a
constant force that keeps the
four members moving with an
absolutely electric energy when

they're onstage.
The projector show that
accompanied their Battle of
the Bands set won't be present
for the daytime outdoor set at
Quadstock, but thatshouldn't
take away from any of
the band's performance.
"It's the

same sort

of ex-

plosive show where we go
crazy onstage and jump
around," Gonzalez says.
"We're just going to hope that
our crazy energy will relate
to people."
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Ideal Green
Drew Pettersson ofIdeal Green believes reggae brings people together.
"Reggae is a genre where even if
you think you don't think you like it,
when you hear it you kind oflike it,"
says Pettersson, senior history major
at University of Washington.
Pettersson (drums) began playing
music with Seatde University student
Brian Olmstead (bass), senior civil
engineering major, at the age of 16
in a previous band before starting
Ideal Green in 2005.
The band, which has six other
members now, has a growing fan base
in the Seattle area and have taken on
many shows at venues around town,
most recently playing at Tractor
Tavern.

Ideal Green recently wrapped
up recording a full-length album
to

be released this summer. About

half of the tracks recorded were
written before they acquired their
female vocalist, Ashley Tahauri,
music student at Seattle Central
Community College.
The band take their music seri-

ously and hope to make a career out
of it.
"Who wouldn't want to play reggae for a living?" Pettersson says.
As a student at UW, Pettersson is
looking forward to his first Quadstock

experience.
"As long

as it's sunny and people
are drinking, I hope we can get them
to dance," Pettersson says.

Closet Monsters
Though Closet Monsters is
based in Portland, its Quadstock
set is something of a homecoming:
Katie Lesseg (bass/vocals) graduated from Seattle University in 2007,
and before Lesseg even joined, the
band's first show was on campus at
a SEAC Coffee House event.

The band is

planning a Montana
Native American
reservation tour.
"When I was there I actually used to work on SEAC, so I

actually helped plan Quadstock
back in the day," Lesseg says.
"It's kind of cool to be on
this side."
With Jon Corona (drums) and
brothers James Colhoff (vocals/
guitar) and Gabe Colhoff (guitar/

vocals), the band blasts third-wave
ska and punk, promising plenty
of skankable, danceable rock for
the Green's crowd.
But they're also bringing their
sharp sound to more interesting
stages. The ColhofF brothers are
enrolled Northern Cheyenne tribe
members with family ties on reservations, and after playing those
reservations, the band is planning

reservation tour for this
summer.
"Those kids don't really get
any music, and nobody goes
there," Lesseg says. "We decided
we wanted to really try to go to
as many as we could and to make
that happen."
The band released its album
"Stop Trying" in February, featuring some politically-charged tracks
influenced by the Colhoffs' indigenous background—the title track
oT which Lesseg partly wrote during her years at Seattle U.
"We've come full circle,"
a Montana

Lesseg says.

Courtesy of Robin Damore

Though based in Portland, Closet Monsters has SU ties in its history.

Courtesy

of Sullivan Davis

The five freshmen of Painted Horses, all multi-instrumentalists, met within the first week of school.

Painted Horses
Being in a band requires tireless

collaborating to reach a pristine,
impeccable sound. And for Painted
Horses, sometimes that just means
telling each other when to get louder
and rock harder.

"I

just trying to get a
lan [McCutcheon] just
shook his head, walked in, and
turned everything up on my guitar
[amp]," says Sean Clavere, freshman premajor. "And the only way
to not make it feed back was to
play it."
It's a slapdash solution, a justplay-it attitude where one guy's
pushing another away from the
feedback and toward something
new, and it seems to say everything
about how Painted Horses operates
was

tone and

as a

band. The five multi-instru-

mentalists all contribute songwtiting and different musical backgrounds, but they've each grown

through

it.

From that, the band crunches
something Davis describes as a dirty,
"early Wilco, garage rock" sound—
featuring the occasional accordion,
glockenspiel and goat hooves from
Kelton Sears, freshman creative writing and strategic communications
major, though Sears will not be playing at Quadstock.
"We're a lot more fun, in-yourface rock and roll right now,"
Davis says.
And when McCutcheon gets into
it and starts shaking and stomping,
or when Clavere unwraps a satisfied

grin as he readies the harmonica,
anyone witnessing it knows this is
a song of freedom.
"When you're having such a
good time, you're totally in the
present," says Bob Martin, freshman anthropology major. "You
just aren't worrying a thing about
anything else."
But this band clearly means more
to its members than rocking out
and having fun. It's a part of something deeper, some kind of need
and truth.
"The most honest thing to
do is to sing someone a song,"
Clavere says.
Editors note: Kelton Sears is The
Spectator's Senior Staff Writer.

Sketch Echo Quarter After
When Sketch Echo performed at
SEAC's Battle of the Bands a few months
ago, they were the only electronic act,
flanked by two dancers and a truckload
of cat calls for their alluring and, according to vocalist Clinton Carl, "highly
sexualized" pop sound.
"We started out really science fiction-y,
kind of dark," says Carl, sophomore philosophy major.
Sketch Echo performs songs alluding to intricate fantasies, and the
dancers' sha.rp moves accompany
the music.
Carl and Sheena McCray (keyboard and
beats) have completed recording Sketch
Echo's self-titled debut album, which will
be on sale at Quadstock and on iTunes this
month.
The band has performed several shows since
its debut at Battle of the Bands—including
Youthopolis and Rave for Romero—each show
marking an evolution in theirstage presence.
But Sketch Echo is definitely looking forward to taking on the Union Green stage, the
group's biggest performance to date in terms
ofspace.
"Quadstock is going to give us an opportunity to give people a full performance experience," says Erika Bailey (dancer), freshman
international studies and French major.
The smaller venues of past performances have been limiting to the movement of Sketch Echo's dancers and audience. But with this much space on the
Union Green, the audience
be shy to dance along with Sketch Echo
this Saturday.

Justis (James Weinman, sophomore criminal justice major)
says Marcus D (Marcus Marino, junior premajor), supplies
beats that are "very melodic and captivating." And Marcus
D describes Justis' rapping as "intellectual rhymes [...] and
definitely more hard-hitting than a lot of stuff coming out
of Seattle."
And, yes, the two wouldn't describe themselves but opted to
describe each other. In some ways it reflects what they bring to
their tracks: the beats and the rhymes are the yin and the yang,
flowing into each other, inseparably and essentially.
But the same could be said about the obvious brotherliness
in this duo, who've known each other since sharing a piano
teacher in third grade. It's almost eerie, even: they say they both
came up with the name Quarter After on completely separate
occasions before bringing it to each other.

The beats and the rhymes are the

yin and the yang, flowing into each
other, inseparably and essentially.
good match for each other, but together
they
high-powered act sure to make waves. Marino's a
seasoned producer whose album was just re-released in Japan,
and Weinman's socially aware rhymes thunder straight into
the audience by using personal experience to challenge the
bigger picture.
"Between just our generation—'90s babies—and now,
there's been a big shift in standards and morality," Weinman
says. "There's no one [in mainstream rap] trying to deter people
away from doing the wrong thing."
This Saturday marks Quarter After's second Quadstock set,
but to hold attendees over until their third, they'll be selling their seven-track debut, which was recorded in the studio
Not only
are a

on campus.

are they a

the
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Track team continues rewriting record books

Right: Amanda
Luna competes
in the long jump
at the Ken Shannon Invitational
Saturday.

Sam Kettering
Staff Writer
Records were broken and personal bests were set May 8 when
Seattle University's track and
field team competed in the Ken
Shannon Invitational.
The University of Washington
hosted the meet at Husky Stadium.
Four school records were broken, and 13 team members set
personal records.
Sophomore Dylan BurnettLewis competed in the javelin
thtow and, with his third and
final throw, managed to lob his
javelin 55.76 meters, breaking his
own record.
"This is one of the most technical events in track and field," he
said. Burnett-Lewis believes success at meets requires repetition
and perfect practices. "One little
thing in javelin is going to make
you have a bad day."
He also finished fourth in the
men's discus throw.
When senior Lindsay Currier
competed in the women's discus
throw, heaving her disc 43.02
meters, breaking her own record.
Currier finished second in the
women's discus throw.
Junior Nick Cannata-Bowman

and freshman Kelton Sears broke
the same school record in the men's
1500-meter run.
Cannata-Bowman finished
first in his heat with a time
of 3:55.91.
"There've been a lot of school
records broken [this season]," he
said after his event. "People are
running well." Cannata-Bowman
finished seventh in the men's 1500meter run.

Minutes later, Sears finished
his heat with a time of 3:54.92,
breaking Cannata-Bowman's record. He finished fourth overall in
the event.
Sophomore Sarah Bolce and
freshman Jennifer Stolle both broke
the school record in the women's
1500-meter run.
Bolce finished sixth overall with
a time of 4:39.50.
"The heat that I ran in today—
everyone was a lot faster," she said.
"It was really good competition.
The fast heat helped a lot."
Stolle finished ninth in the
women's 1500-meter run with a
time of 4:43.46.
All team members who broke
school records also set personal records at the invitational.
In the men's 1500-meter run,
Adam Kollgaard, Chris Auld,

Above: Ryan

Dennison, Graham Miller, Adam
Kollgaard and

Chris Auld take
off for a race at
Husky Stadium.
Right: A thrower
gets ready to
hurl a javelin.
Nicholas Alvarado and Ryan
Dennison all set personal records.
Lauren Hammerle set a personal record in the women's 1500meter run, while both Meeghan
Bergmann and Clare Obradovich
set personal records in the women's
400-meter dash.
Dan Auld and Matthew
McClement both set personal records in the men's 800-meter run.
Team members who didn't
achieve their desired goals, like
sophomore Miranda Triay, still
rallied to offer their teammates
support and to demonstrate

the competition.
When a runner from another team
failed to clear a hurdle and went
crashing to the ground, Triay, in
the middle of a phone call, leapt
up from her seat and called words
of encouragement.
"Come on! You've got it!"
Triay said.
Head coach Trisha Steidl is
proud of her team and the hard
work they did this season.
"Overall, when the season's said
and done, I think we're going to
have some good things to reflect
back on," she said. "We've really

sportsmanship

to

Matthew Brady | The Spectator

made some big jump in what our
collective abilities are."
The track and field team will
travel to Yankton, S.D., to compete in the Great West Conference
Championships May 13-15
where everyone hopes to sustain
the momentum they built at the
invitational.

Sam may be reached at
skettering@su-spectator.com
Editor's note: Kelton Sears is The
Spectator's senior staff writer.

SU baseball's record at 8-33 after weekend series
Left: Outfielder Mike Malland
misses a pitch. Right: Outfielder
Doug Buser looks at the catcher's
mitt after a pitch during Saturday's
game in Bellevue. Leading 3-1
after four innings, the Redhawks
gave up four runs in the eighth
and ninth innings combined in
their 3-5 loss to the Lewis-Clark
State Warriors.
|
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WORKING

Baseball alumnus
lives up to mission
Yasuhiro Nishino

Volunteer Writer
When Steve Mezich, a
Seattle University alumnus, saw
a community member in need,
he came to his aid in a big way.
Mezich was serving as the
principal of Kamiakin Junior
High School in 1995 when he
learned the infant son of Jeff
Leeland, a new teacher at his
school, had leukemia. Mezich
helped organize a fundraiser for
Michael Leeland.
Leeland's son needed a bone
marrow transplant and the hos-

pital required $170,000 up-front
before it would treat Michael.
His insurance refused to pay. A
student named Dameon came
to Leeland with $60—the entire
contents ofhis bank account
and Mezich started a bank account with the donated funds.
"We undertook a fundraising drive in the school to help
offset the cost that the family was faced with and never
thought we would even come
close to $170,000 so this little
boy would have his bone marrow transplant. We thought we
might raise $4,000 or $5,000,"
Mezich says.
In four weeks, the school
raised $227,000.
"The little boy had his bone
marrow transplant, and he is
graduating from high school
in three weeks in Redmond,
—

High School alumnus.
"It was probably one of the
best decisions that I've made in
my life," Mezich says ofhis decision to attend Seattle U.
When he was offered a scholarship to attend Seatde U to play
baseball, he couldn't believe it.
"On the one hand I was very
intimidated, but on the other
hand, I was pretty excited,"
Mezich says.
Mezich still remembers the
first game he played at Seattle
U and being surrounded by

You've Joined Red Zone,

HOW WORK FOR

RED ZONE!

■■■■■■
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Applications for Red Zone
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players.
"That was memorable,"
Mezich recalls, "playing in that
great

Meet Your Representatives!

first game in which I never
thought I was good enough

play."
Under head coach Ed
O'Brien, Mezich learned to play
to

with a great deal of intensity.
"It was a life experience;
something I'll always carry with
me," Mezich says. "We learned
to play the game, in a lot of respects,

the professional way."

While Mezich was a sophomore at Seattle U, he was scouted by the New York Yankees and
signed with them at the end of
his junior year in 1966.
Mezich then played for
several minor leagues but
ended his baseball career with
the birth of his first child.
While he missed playing the
game, Mezich thought it was a
good decision.
He began his career as a
teacher shortly after graduating from Seattle U and later
returned to receive his master's

Oregon," Mezich reports.
Weeks after the surgery,
Leeland's father came to Mezich
with an idea. They wondered if
their community could come in school administration.
In 1973, Mezich began worktogether to help a child and
need,
why couldn't ing for the Lake Washington
family in
the
others across country receive School District, where he has
that kind of assistance?
worked ever since in various
"We founded Sparrow administrative positions, save a
Clubs USA with the premise nine-year period during which
that kids in schools are very he served as the principal at
capable of taking care of one the Saint Catherine School
another. Today we have over in Seattle.
600 schools across the country
Today, Mezich lives in
Wash, and is the
Anacortes,
taken
sick
childfrom
that have
a
at
Crista McAuliffe
McDonald's
House
or
principle
Ronald
School. He also
and
Hospital
Elementary
the Children's
president of the
them
into
their
serves
as
the
adopted
have
form
of
directors
for Sparrow
the
a
board
of
Sparrow
school in
Clubs
USA.
Mezich
says.
Club,"
The school does commuTeachings from O'Brien
with him while coachservice
and
raises
stuck
money
nity
his
children's little league
children
medical
crisis.
in
ing
for
To this day, Sparrow Clubs teams and during his five years
USA has raised more than as an assistant coach at Bellevue
Community College, and they
$5 million.
Mezich attended Seatde U in still ring true in Mezichs life.
the late 1960sand graduated with
"I tried to teach those guys
a degree in education. From 1965
that there's one way to play
and that's as hard as you can,"
to 1967, Mezich was one of the
best catchers to play baseball at Mezich says. "Every inning, evSeattle U. He was inducted into ery game throughout the entire
the Seattle University Athletic season, that's what he taught
me. And to have fun along
Hall of Fame April 17.
Mezich was drawn to Seattle the way."
U because he saw it emerging
as a first-class institution, one
of the most well known in the
Puget Sound area. Seattle U was
also close to home; Mezich is a
Seattle native and an Ingram

FOR YOU

Additional reporting done by Taylor
Olson.

Yasuhiro may be reached at
nishinoy@seattleu.edu
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EDITORIAL

Marquette decision shames Jesuit values
When the public became aware of Marquette University's
retraction of its job offer to Seattle University professor Jodi
O'Brien, Marquette U officials said the basis for their decision was that O'Brien's academic writings were contrary
to the university's Jesuit Catholic values. O'Brien's research
focuses on sexuality and contains some graphic accounts of
homosexual sex.
"We found some strongly negative statements about marriage and family," Marquette President Robert Wild, S.J. told
The New York Times.
But that's not the exact reason why Marquette University
leadership rescinded its offer to O'Brien. It's simply an excuse —and a poorly chosen one at that.
Marquette U and its search committee wanted Jodi O'Brien
to be its dean of the College of Arts and Sciences. The proof
lies in a search committee that did, in fact, vet O'Brien's academic work. Its desire also shows in the history of Marquette's
dean search, in which she was asked to apply twice over the
course of two years. O'Brien's commitment to Jesuit education is evident in her cover letter, which states she would only
consider a dean position at a Jesuit university.
Rather, O'Brien told The Spectator that "I think the president [of Marquette] is responding to people who are concerned with what I represent." And she added that Wild told
her he was worried she would struggle as dean with "too much
distraction from people external to the university who did not
support my appointment."
O'Brien's statements were confirmed early Wednesday when
the Milwaukee Journal-Sentinel reported that Milwaukee
Archbishop Jerome Listecki and Fr. Paul Hartmann, the archdiocese's judicial vicar, expressed concerns about O'Brien,
including that she "pursues subject matter that seems destined to actually create dichotomies and cause tensions (if

not

contradictions) with Marquette's Catholic mission and

identity."
As much as Wild claims it's not about outside influence, the
reality is he caved to that pressure after O'Brien had already
signed a contract and accepted. Wild's veto and lies were
cowardly and unethical.
The decision compromised not only Marquette's academic
freedom, but its institutional integrity and independence.
Marquette is governed by a board of trustees, not the archdiocese or the greater Catholic community. Giving in to these
misguided voices demonstrates that Jesuit values should only
be upheld when it's easy and won't upset others.
This was a decision that deserves condemnation from fellow Jesuit universities. It threatens their decision-making and
autonomy while portraying Jesuit Catholic education exactly
as it isn't: intolerant.
By claiming her writings conflicted with university values, Marquette leaders also insulted sister school Seattle
University's values.
O'Brien is Seattle U's Louis B. Gaffney Endowed Chair,
a position reserved for a faculty member who embodies
and works to promote the Jesuit mission, according to Arts
and Sciences Dean David Powers. By claiming her writings
didn't align with Jesuit Catholic values, Marquette boldly
undermined Seattle U's judgment and firsthand experience
of O'Brien's work.
University administrators have been quiet except for noncommittal statements praising O'Brien when the right thing
to do is stand by Seattle U and its current Gaffney Endowed
Chair. They should voice their interpretation, which we see in
practice here, of academic and institutional freedom as well
as Jesuit Catholic values.

The Spectator editorial board consists of Joshua Lynch, Matthew Martell, Braden VanDragt, Katie Farden, Fernando Sioson, Mary Pauline Diaz, Taylor Olson, Angelo
Carosio and Frances Dinger. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Housing shortages need serious attention
Dear Editor,
I can't imagine that I was the only
person who wasn't surprised to see
next year's "Juniors face on-campus

housing shortage[s]."
Since I began attending Seattle
U as a freshman, the story of the
on-campus and off-campus housing
shortage epidemic has changed only
in the details of actually how many
more beds are needed on campus and
exactly how many students are being pushed off campus to fend for
themselves in the saturated and overpriced Capitol Hill housing market.
So why haven't Seattle University's
tactics for controlling the housing
situation changed?
For at least three years, the plan to
build more on-campus housing, buy
new off-campus apartment complexes and convert more dorm lounges
into living spaces has failed to solve

the problem that many Seattle U
students still do not have a suitable
place to live.
Instead of putting Band-Aids on
the gaping wound that is Seatde U
housing, why doesn't the university
take a serious look at lowering its
admission rates? In regard to the
housing crisis, the positive effects of
lowering the number of incoming
freshmen would be three-fold.
First, juniors and seniors would
finally be able to relax from a large
majority of the stresses of finding, securing and paying for a place to live
off-campus, and would make finding
a place to live on campus more than
just a game of luck.
Second, freshman and sophomores, who have historically experienced the worst effects of housing
shortages, will be able to have an
on-campus living experience that

doesn't include being shoved into
person dorm room with two
other people, or living in the barracks
that the dormitory lounges have
now become.
a two

For at least three years,

plans to solve housing
shortages have not
solved the problems.
Finally, Housing and Residence
Life could take a much-needed
breather from the daily chaos that
takes place when your job consists
ofkeeping a herd of student cattle
happy in a cramped and less-thanideal living

"Juniors face on-campus housing
shortages" makes it clearer than ever
that both students and Housing and
Residence Life are doing everything
in their powers to make the current
availability of on-campus and offcampus housing enough to satisfy
the ever-growing demand.
It also makes it clear that the

Douglas, the biggest and newest
Seatde U housing Band-Aid, will not
be enough to solve the problem when
it finally opens in the fall of 2011.
Now Seattle U Admissions must
step up to the plate and start ensuring the quality and availability of one
their students' most basic needs.
Jordan Symington,
Junior Spanish and
Strategic Communications
Major

situation.

Letters to the editor should be 300 to 500 words long and e-mailed to opinion@su-spectator.com. The Spectator reserves the right to edit letters for length, spelling,
grammar and style errors. Letters will also be published on su-spectator.com/opinion.
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Trashy 'Family Wrath of the Wall Street
Guy' slams
computer bug
trans culture

THE
TEN
Reasons not to work at
Marquette University

Matthew Martell
Managing Editor/Copy Chief

They have an ugly
website

"Family Guy" has long been a cartoon notorious for taking its jokes too far, but most of the
time that's ok. Fans of the show approach it with
the same mentality "South Park" devotees reserve
for their animated obscenity fest ofchoice: It's
meant to be offensive, so suspend your moral
standards and enjoy the ride.
But the latest "Family Guy" episode,
"Quagmire's Dad," takes the "offensively funny"
idea to a whole new level—one where it fails to
be funny and just comes off as totally and completely offensive.
The synopsis: Womanizer Glenn Quagmire's
father Dan comes to Quahog, R.I. to be honored
as a war hero, and during his visit he comes out
as a male-to-female transsexual and informs his
son that he will be undergoing sexual reassignment surgery during his stay. Typical distasteful

It's in Milwaukee

£

It's in Wisconsin

o

Crime in Marquette's
neighborhood makes
Capitol Hill look like
Disneyland

"Family Guy" hijinks ensue.
Which is fine, in theory. Transsexuality exists today as perhaps the most taboo sex-oriented
topic in America. With gays winning rights across
the country, transsexual and transgendered individuals still remain ostracized. The idea of a
wildly popular television show giving exposure to
the topic of trans-life has so,much potential, but

Fr. Sundborg is
way more hip than
Fr. Wild

Jodi O'Brien doesn't
work there

after Sunday, it is evident the topic could never
have been in worse hands.
At one point, Brian—the Griffin family's anthropomorphic dog—sleeps with Ira (formerly
Dan) Quagmire after a night of heavy boozing.
When he returns to the Griffin family home the
next day, he is beaming about the "incredible"
woman he met until genius-baby Stewie informs
him that Ira only recently became a woman.
And then Brian vomits on-screen for something like 90 straight seconds. He and Stewie
proceed to panic over the fact that he slept with
a man—which makes Brian, according to the
show's lowbrow moral standard, "sooooo gay."
EDITORIAL
And then the two characters converse in agitated
screams about the heinously gay offense Brian
committed, and in the process they equate transsexuals with sex offenders, asking why the citizens
of Quahog weren't informed about such a sexual
deviant moving to town.
To make matters worse, in the scene following
Brian's vomiting, Ira confides to his son that he
slept with Brian, and Glenn proceeds to storm Fernando Sioson
the Griffin household and beat Brian within an News Editor
inch ofhis life, keeping with one of this season's
recurring themes: animal abuse.
Quadstock is about two things, cheap conshouldn't
have
but
want
to
certs
and even cheaper alcohol. Uninitiated
it,
I
even
to
I
say
make it clear: There is absolutely nothing funny freshmen may not know this, but the dark
underside of Quadstock is a day-long orgy of
about transsexuality and/or gender identity disorder. And there is likewise nothing funny about house hopping and binge drinking.
animal abuse. I am aware that "Family Guy's"
modus operandi is "offend to entertain," but at
this point their offending is totally devoid of The dark underside of
any tedeeming humor value. By insinuating that
transsexuals should be treated like sex offenders Quadstock is a day-long
and put on registries in communities, "Family
orgy of house hopping
Guy" has crossed the line from offensive to abusive. I am not transsexual or transgendered, but
I know people who are, and I can only imagine and binge drinking.
how they must feel watching this show persecute
them under the guise of entertainment.
What is house hopping, you ask? It is an age
Ignoring the fact that the episode completely
old
Seattle Univetsity tradition, a right of pasand
disorder
transgender
identity
misrepresents
sexual/transgender issues in general—it makes sage that turns boys into men and those same
it seem as though sexual reassignment surgery men into extremely drunken men.
In the days preceding Quadstock, a black
is an instantaneous procedure, when in reality it
is often preceded by years of hormone therapy market of sorts will begin selling special
and counseling—"Quagmire's Dad" grievously event shirts, different from the official shirts
brands the trans community as disgusting and Quadstock personnel hand out. This shirt is a
one-way ticket to Inebriated College Student
"unnatural."
Central. Population: You.
Does that sound funny to you?
Can you spell DUI? Even if you can't spell it,
Matthew may be reached at
you can still get one, FYI. Dan Deacon is pretty
difficult to hear from an East Precinct holding
copy@su-spectator.com'

The Midwest doesn't
know how to make
coffee

Redhawks eat Golden
Eagles for breakfast

Trevor Brown
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If you think C-Street
is bad, try eating their
food

You don't need a Corona
to have fun at Quadstock

•

w

Did we mention it's in

Wisconsin?

cell. And those free Dick's burgers won't taste
nearly as good when it's a cop hand-feeding
it to you.
The real lesson here is to be responsible. To
be brutally honest, celebrating Quadstock with
a bit of Jack Daniels or Keystone Light is too
fun to pass up for most.
But if a drunken mob of Seattle U students
shows up at Quadstock, it's simply ruining it
for everyone who decided to come enjoy the
music sober. Worse still, the handful of idiots
who will inevitably do just that contribute to
the concert's infamous reputation as an excuse

QUOTE OF THE WEEK

PReggae's

a genre where
even if you think you
don't think you like it,
when you hear it, you
kind of like it.
—
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Drew Pettersson
Drummer, Ideal Green
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to party.

SEAC has worked tremendously hard to improve an event that was previously thought of
as dull or simply not worth it. The lineup may
not be everyone's favorite band, but show me
another venue that offers Tokyo Police Club,
Dan Deacon and three other bands for the
more-than-bargain price of $10.
That's not even counting the myriad of food
and activities available on the Union Green before the show even starts.
There are a lot of people who believe that
life isn't fun if there isn't a beer in your hand.

Shockingly, that's not always

true.

Don't let it ruin your Quadstock. Or anything else for that matter.

Fernando may be reached at
fsioson@su-spectator.com

CORRECTIONS:

May 5 in the Features
section of The Spectator
switched the titles of two

ASSU executive officers.
Clare Monahan is vice
president of financeelect and Mark Maddox
is vice president of
university affairs-elect.
We regret the error.
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Medical Assist
May 7 8:10 p.m.
Public Safety responded to a
report of a student in Campion
losing consciousness. The student was evaluated by medics.
Medics released the studentafter
advising she keep hydrated and

Narcotics
Public Safety contacted a student and non-affiliate walking
northbound on the campus mall
smoking marijuana. The nonaffiliate was trespassed warned
from campus property.
Safety Assist
May 8 3 a.m.
Public Safety responded to student reports of a stuck elevator in
Campion, and that the other two
elevators were "jerking
they ran." The elevator repair
;hnicians were notified immediately by Public Safety.

tilding

Happy
Birthday,

Alcohol
May 8 1:10 p.m.
Public Safety contacted a nonaffiliate male with an open container in the shrubbery. The male
was trespassed from Campus
property.

Eeyore

Malicious Mischief
May 8 3:20 p.m.

CandaceShanket | The Spectator

Eeyore's Birthday was held Saturday at Cal Anderson
Park. The nonsensical birthday celebration for the Winnie
the Pooh character Eeyore began in 1963 and has been
held every year in Austin, Texas. This is the third year
Seattle has held it's own. The event is a celebration of
spring with music, hula hoops and chalk to draw birthday
wishes for Eeyore in the park.

Public Safety observed damage
to thefountain in the Quad. Public
Safety documented the damage
and contacted Facilities.

Alcohol
May 9 12:10 p.m.
Public Safety observed a strong
odorof alcohol coming from a lab
with a sticky note on the external
that read "Pong." Public
fety removed all alcohol from
the shared lab space. Public
Safety is investigating.
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Safety Assist
May 9 1:40 p.m.
parent contacted
» concerned
iblic Safety and advised they
were unable to reach their resident student in the Murphys.
Housing advised they would
follow-up with the student.

Medical Assist
May 9 2:30 p.m.
Public Safety responded to an injury accident that occurred during
a soccer game. The non-affiliate
male guest stated he was struck
in the face with an elbow. The
male declined medical attention
and cleared campus.

For a continued listing of public
safety incidents turn to page 8.

hits. Lee Renter

Hedreen hosts student run gallery

